Abstract -The ILC Marx Modulator Development Program cantilevered backbone and provides a firewall between the at SLAC is working towards developing a full-scale ILC Marx 12kV cells and the control circuitry. Two 19" control racks 'Reference Design' modulator prototype, with the goal of are built into the rear of the backing frame. Two air significantly reducing the size and cost of the ILC modulator, circulation units mount into the base of the control racks, with while improving overall modulator efficiency and availability.
The Intemational Linear Collider [ILC] will require 576 ten-megawatt klystron stations. Each 10MW klystron will require 120kV, 140A, cllsusec drive pulses, at a rate of 5Hz.
The unusually long lofousec pulse length requirement would adversely impact the size and cost of a transformer-driven modulator design, requiring tons of material in the transformer alone to support the volt-seconds of the pulse.
The Figure 7 . The energy storage bank (C) consists of eight 96uF, 3kV capacitors arranged in series-parallel to obtain a total bank value of 48uF at l2kV. Accelerated life testing of these individual capacitors at twice the rated voltage (6kV), and at nominal pulsed current, predicts that at 3kV a service life of
The first week of testing has already uncovered several PC approximately I10e9 shots can be expected.
board routing errors and component problems. The routing Both the charging diode module (D) and the cell-freewheel errors were minor, and quickly resolved with rework. diode module (E) consist of eighteen APT60DI00 diodes in
The vacuum relays, which had performed without incident series. Each diode element is bypassed by 100pF and during weeks of previous component testing, began to exhibit 470kOhm to dynamically balance reverse voltages. The cell-contact-to-ground faults. The manufacturer recommended freewheel module actually contains two diode stacks; the main using the next largest size, which appears to have fixed the freewheel diode and the 375V blocking diode, shown to the problem for the time being. Further testing is required. right in Figure 5 . The charging diodes are mounted to
The overcurrent protection circuitry for the IGBT switches heatsinks, located in the path of forced-air apertures on the is designed to provide separate trip delay times at several cantilever beam. overcurrent trip points. Under certain fault conditions, thẽ~~~~~~~~~~~~4 2
The test stand can operate a Marx cell at up to 12kV and is working on a conditional basis, but requires further study of 140A at full pulse width, into an 88 ohm air-cooled resistive the vacuum relay failures and the noise pickup in the load. Figure 8 shows The top screen shows the rise time of the Marx cell, at 1 usec per division. The rise time to 12kV is typically less than 0.5 usec. The lower screen shows the total l400usec pulse, at ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 200usec per division. The capacitor droop of about 2500 will Piotr Blum, SLAG, for providing superb mechanical CAD be leveled by the delayed 12kV cells, operating in conjunction work, and for the design and construction of the modulator with the 900V vernier cells in the actual modulator.
mechanical components and the cell test bench.
IV. PROJECT STATUS
Alfred Viceral, SLAG, for setting up production and testing
Most mechanical work is complete on the Marx modulator of the IGBT switch modules. core structure. Remaining items include coaxial cable terminations, 120kV end cap shielding, the air heat exchanger Craig Brooksby, LLNL, for the design of the 150kW air-/ blower units, and internal ducting. The first 12kV Marx cell cooled test load currently under construction.
